Friday Night [under the] Lights
2013
Happy Friday.
I hope all is well…
First, happy post-Halloween to everyone. I realize many who read this see Halloween quite
differently from the normal population (similar to New Year’s Eve & the 4th of July when you’re
working, right?). It’s certainly an opportunity to connect with more of our “customers”; or at
least, more amusing customers. I hope it was safe and as fun as it could be…
Speaking of, congratulations to Ray Bakker for his winning entry in the 2013 NCTI Pumpkin
Contest…

Notice the “pumpkin child” comes appropriately restrained and complete with his/her colorcoded Broselow Tape. My concern, however, is that all pumpkins, regardless of age or size,
would be dosed based on the Orange category.
Clearly a Halloween safety issue.
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Thanks also to Dr. Dighton Packard, Chief Medical Officer of EmCare & Envision Healthcare, for
sending along his Halloween find in New Orleans. The “Fang Van”.
I really don’t want to know what’s going on inside (two reasons – “Fang Van” and New Orleans.
Interesting combo, though). EDS (Emergency Dental Services).

Oops…
Thanks to Jesse Cardoza (CES - Los Angeles) who noted I omitted another California Award
winner in last week’s FNuL – Congratulations to Chana Alexander (AMR LA) who is also
receiving the Community Award.
Pretty impressive showing by our AMR family in California - Strong work, Chana…

It’s Live! The first-of-its-kind Envision Medical Command Center…
Remember back in the early spring when I shared a picture of our new Command Center which
was under construction at the time? The project started almost a year ago and was the
brainchild of our late colleague, Kurt Williams – In fact, Bill Sanger announced at Kurt’s
memorial service that the Center would bear Kurt’s name as a reminder of his passion for all
things EMS and his love of innovation.
Well, it’s now officially reality thanks to the hard work and out-of-the-box thinking of our
colleagues in Evolution Health. The Envision Command Center is the beginning of a new era in
Mobile Integrated Healthcare that provides clinical and operational support for the
practitioners in Evolution Health.
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The Center is unique in several ways:
-

-

It is staffed by clinicians who coordinate all incoming calls for the Evolution Housecall
Practice
It uses the technology of EMS to better coordinate operational and clinical needs of a
physician practice (including real time scheduling, recorded calls, etc.)
We will soon be initiating a pilot program using a Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD)
platform to coordinate all aspects of prioritization, routing and availability of clinical
resources (physicians, podiatrists, nurses, medical assistants, therapists and medics) to
better meet the needs of the patients we serve.
The Center has the ability to coordinate transmission of medical images (note the leg on
the terminal in the foreground).

The Center provides a unique framework that marries the capabilities and unique skillsets of a
physician housecall practice (Evolution Housecalls), home health nursing & therapy (Guardian
Healthcare) and AMR Medic Specialists (PRIME). This combination of practitioners, coordinated
at a single focal point, dramatically enhances our ability to care for patients much more
effectively when they need us most.
The continued metamorphosis of our Evolution Health practice into a Mobile Integrated
Healthcare solution is nothing short of fascinating. This is yet another example of how we can
collectively take better care of our patients by coordinating efforts, integrating our practices
and practitioners and using the best practices of one practice / profession to support another.
How important is this initiative in the Big Picture?
How about this? Happened three days ago (HIPAA cleansed)…
A middle aged male (by definition always 3.5 years older than I am, for the record) was
discharged from an acute hospitalization and sent home with minimal transitional care at
discharge…
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Turns out, the Home Health Nurse was not able to locate the patient by phone or home visit.
After coordinating with the Medical Command Center team and Dr. Beck they called AMR into
the mix to complete a courtesy visit in an attempt to locate the patient.
The AMR night supervisor (Paul Gillard) located the patient and completed a baseline and home
safety assessment (AMR response time was 1 hour).
His initial glucose was 408 - his current glucometer was broken and he has not been able to
monitor his glucose. The patient administered 12 units of his own insulin and was given a
working glucometer from AMR.
12 minutes later, his glucose was 375 and vital signs were stable.
He was scheduled for a follow-up appointment with the VA for an insulin pump.
The patient is a known frequent utilizer of a local hospital and had planned on calling 911 and
returning to the ED.
Instead, AMR returned the next morning with a Bosch “Healthbuddy” telemonitoring system,
he was seen by a Home Health nurse and a Housecall Physician.
This is a perfect example of integration and meeting an unscheduled need of a patient that
prevented a readmission.
Remember the IHI Triple Aim?
-

Improved Health.
Improved patient experience.
Lower costs.

Mission accomplished. The new era of Mobile Integrated Healthcare.
And, want to know who brought this all up and sang the praises of the EMS partnership?
Brandy Sparkman. A Nurse and the Transitional Care Coordinator for Guardian Healthcare (an
Evolution Health Company).
Nurses and Paramedics getting along? Holy smokes, the world truly IS changing!
The amazing power of collaboration. Thanks to Paul (and Brandy) and all the members of the
Evolution Health team that made the Command Center a reality. Nice glimpse into our
collective future…
The patients win.
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The passion of education…
I was reviewing the literature on C-Spine clearance earlier in the week and ran across this page
from EMS-1. I love it when I run across strong, solid work from members of our AMR family…
Dr. Dave Ross, the Medical Director of Colorado Springs AMR is an extremely talented writer
(he has a great ability to frame the issues and keep your attention while discussing the nittygritty details).
If you haven’t seen it, check out some of his musings – Thoughtful & timely. Anyone who
knows Dave understands his passion for education and practical approaches to medicine in the
streets. Even the title of his column fits perfect – “Out of the box”.
Good reads…

______________________________________

Had your Flu shot yet?
Hello fellow chickens and all of you who complain about only “getting the flu from the flu
shot”…
‘tis the season.
Time to immunize against an important public health enemy – Influenza. You owe it to
yourself, your family and our patients.
If you haven’t had yours yet, get it soon. If you plan on not getting it, here’s the CDC
communication to healthcare providers for this flu season:
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Influenza Vaccination Information for Health
Care Workers
Did You Know?




CDC, the Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP), and the Healthcare Infection Control
Practices Advisory Committee (HICPAC) recommend that all U.S. health care workers get vaccinated
annually against influenza.
Health care workers include (but are not limited to) physicians, nurses, nursing assistants, therapists,
technicians, emergency medical service personnel, dental personnel, pharmacists, laboratory personnel,
autopsy personnel, students and trainees, contractual staff not employed by the health-care facility, and
persons (e.g., clerical, dietary, housekeeping, laundry, security, maintenance, administrative, billing, and
volunteers) not directly involved in patient care but potentially exposed to infectious agents that can be
transmitted to and from health care workers and patients.

Why Get Vaccinated?





Influenza (the flu) can be a serious disease that can lead to hospitalization and sometimes even death.
Anyone can get very sick from the flu, including people who are otherwise healthy.
You can get the flu from patients and coworkers who are sick with the flu.
If you get the flu, you can spread it to others even if you don’t feel sick.
By getting vaccinated, you help protect yourself, your family at home, and your patients.

How Many Health Care Workers Got Vaccinated Last Season?

Overall, the number of health care workers who reported having had an influenza vaccination increased in the 201213 influenza season compared to the 2011-12 season.




The coverage rate for health care workers was estimated at 72% for the 2012-13 season, an increase from
66.9% in the 2011-12 season and 63.5% in the 2010-11 season.
Coverage was highest among health care workers working in occupational settings with vaccination
requirements (96.5%) and physicians (92.3%).
Comprehensive, work-site intervention strategies that include education, promotion, and easy access to
vaccination at no cost for multiple days can increase health care worker vaccination coverage.
o Educating health care workers on the benefits and risks of influenza vaccination, providing
vaccinations in the workplace at convenient locations and times, and providing influenza
vaccination at no cost are effective strategies to increase coverage among health care workers in all
settings.

So, do me a favor. Get a flu shot. It’s good for everyone, not just you…
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Life’s little oddities…
Eric Beck & I traveled to the NRC for budget meetings this past week and stayed at the
Doubletree in Greenwood Village. The staff had their annual pumpkin carving entries on
display in the lobby. Very talented works of art.
The entry from the kitchen staff was particularly interesting…

Epilogue…
Tonight’s Epilogue is (once again) courtesy of my former colleague at Piedmont Newnan, Susan
Manion-Galloway:
A Florida senior citizen drove his brand new Corvette convertible out of the dealership. Taking
off down the road, he pushed it to 80 mph, enjoying the wind blowing through what little hair
he had left. "Amazing," he thought as he flew down I-95, pushing the pedal even more.
Looking in his rear view mirror, he saw a Florida State Trooper, blue lights flashing and siren
blaring. He floored it to 100 mph, then 110, then 120. Suddenly he thought, "What am I doing?
I'm too old for this!" and pulled over to await the trooper's arrival.
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Pulling in behind him, the trooper got out of his vehicle and walked up to the Corvette. He
looked at his watch, and then said, "Sir, my shift ends in 30 minutes and today is Friday. If you
can give me a new reason for speeding--a reason I've never before heard -- I'll let you go."
The old gentleman paused then said: "Three years ago, my wife ran off with a Florida State
Trooper. I thought maybe you were bringing her back.
"Have a good day, Sir," replied the trooper.

__________________
That’s it from my world. Happy Friday. And… Congratulations to the kitchen staff of the
Greenwood Village Doubletree (that’s right – I just called).

Ed
______
Edward M. Racht, MD
Chief Medical Officer
AMR / Evolution Health
ed.racht@emsc.net
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